Write-ins Cause Election Upset

Rettaliata Heads U of I Site-Picking Committee

The University of Illinois, the appointment of Dr. John T. Rettaliata as president, was announced by the board of trustees on Wednesday. The announcement has been confirmed by the trustees since the committee, which had not been made public for "personal reasons," has been formed for the search. Dr. Rettaliata has been praised for his leadership in public service and is expected to continue his work at the University.

ITSA Treasurer Denies Charges Of Dereliction

According to Why-ko, his participation in the investigation was "a way of doing the right thing," and he denied any involvement in the charges. Why-ko also said that he was prevented from publishing his dissertation due to the investigation.

ITCA Boasts 20 - or 30 - Or is It 40? - Members

ITCA now has forty members, or twenty, or maybe it's thirty, or somewhere in between. At least, that's what Why-ko thought. But later, Why-ko clarified his statement, saying ITCA has 40 members.

Vice-Pres. Space Blasts Mies Into Stellar Orbit

Over 2000 students were on hand Tuesday afternoon to visit the campus. The campus was bustling with activity as students participated in various events, including a lecture by Mies van der Rohe, a renowned architect. The lecture was well-received by the students, and many of them expressed their admiration for Mies' work.

See Need in Carmen Hall

According to the facilities manager, there is a need for improved facilities in Carmen Hall. The manager noted that the increasing number of students has put a strain on the existing facilities, and there is a need for upgrades.

Inadequate facilities in the first-floor office of Carmen Hall were pointed out by a group of students. The students expressed concern about the lack of proper facilities and the need for improvements.

Bubbles & Drops Professors Study Highball Effects

The Institute of Bubbles and Drops has announced the award of a grant to study the effects of highball drinks. The institute has been researching the effects of bubbles and drops in drinks for several years, and this grant will allow them to continue their research.

Name C. W. Brown

C. W. Brown has been appointed to the position of Campus Playboy Rep. Brown is a senior at the University and is expected to represent the interests of the student body.

Police Apprehend Spitz For Arson

World famous architect Frank Lloyd Wright was arrested on Wednesday for arson at the new Technology Center. Wright is accused of setting the building on fire.

Sergeant Joseph D. O'Brien of IIT campus police and Lillian Powers, cashier at the Commissary Drugstore, were elected Man and Woman of the Year in the election held last week. O'Brien attributed his victory to his "tall red head" and "a bit of luck." Powers' victory was a surprise, as she is not a member of the leadership community.

Sgt. O'Brien, in an early photo, is seen giving the "I am your father" administration and family an early session. The 1979 "Man of the Year" was favored to win, but a last-minute surge by O'Brien resulted in his victory. The "Man of the Year" award is given to the student who has made the most significant contribution to the IIT community.
as I see IT

Finds Local Ads Pay Off; Carefully Screen Editorials

by Assistant Dean of Students Robert Shaffer Lee

As a service to students, you will notice that the administration and faculty have taken over Technology Rag—TNT News, this week. Since the editor and business manager ignored my plea for more local advertising to make higher profits, I've decided to take things into my own hands.

Their claims that local advertising was about at its peak is answered by the appearance on this page of a three-column ad from local enterprise.

My business manager, "Sonny," Weilman tells me he'll be able to break ground on a new gymnasium and field house with the increased revenue expected.

In keeping with past policies, all editorials will represent the unanimous opinion of the editorial board unless signed. The members of this board, all recently appointed, are Dean of Students See William Preeve, assistant Dean of Engineering Robber Bon-Bon, and myself.

In addition to the above, all political editorials will require the unanimous approval of Sociology class 281-B, after first being submitted to the Democratic National Committee at the Morrison Hotel.

The bureau of weights and standards will then weigh the copy for political editorials and determine whether they balance "left of center," "right of center," or not at all (the latter will be classed as unbalanced editorials).

It is hoped in this way that the entire editorial page will be void of controversial copy.

---

Letters to the Editor

ITSA Lauds New TN Editors; See Need for Brush Censorship

Dear Robber,

Glad to see the administration has finally taken things into its own hands around here and taken over the student newspaper. It's about time that guy Zoeller got what he deserved.

It's encouraging to see that you have put John Miller in the sports editor job. For eight months now, she has been showing around from copy editor to news editor to feature editor to associate editor to editor-in-chief and back to news editor when all she wanted all along was the job of sports editor.

Keep up the good work in the future. While you're at it, that guy Jim Brush of SUB deserves investigating too. We feel that the administration is a much better judge than he of entertainment for these concerns he's been botching.

Sincerely,

ITSA Board of Control

---

European Corrodent

Dear Sir,

We have pleasure in enclosing herewith an important communication and would ask you to make note of the editorial page of your valued Journal. We would be grateful for a copy of the number in which such notice appears.

Should you wish to make a more detailed report to the European Federation of Corrosion, please do not fail to contact us. We shall be pleased to send you the necessary documents.

With appreciative thanks,

Your faithfully,

European Federation of Corrosion

General Secretary

Frankfurt (Main) Office

---

Changes Tubes

EDITORS:
Please note in my release dated 2/13/59 mention of the 6AF and 6AF-A. This was an error. Please delete mention of these tubes and substitute therefor types 619AD-A, 6A4X-AFB and 17A44GT.

Sincerely;

X-Ray

---

Outstanding performers never go unnoticed

If you have real ability, the coach or team manager will recognize it because they are constantly on the lookout for potential star performers.

And so it goes at Carmen. Let's say we hire you. We give you an assignment and a chance to show your stuff. We watch you. We evaluate your ability, your potential. But we don't judge you solely on your past. We want you to show us what you can do in the future. It's an exciting, interesting, in time, you show us how versatile you are.

And what happens? You grow up. You're responsible, you're committed.

If you're young—so much the better. The world of tomorrow's bound to be bright. If you have ability, we'll know it. And you'll know we have it.

Are you an engineer? How would you like to do research in organic chemistry?—or perhaps work on electro-static precipitators, or...well you can almost name your subject. We've done it.

Maybe your forte is administration, production, development, marketing, sales. Whether it is, we find you at Carmen. But even you've got to let us know about your background.

Head of Manufacturing: Carmen Hall. Head of Sales: Carmen Hall. Head of Development: Carmen Hall. Head of Personnel: Carmen Hall. Head of Administration: Carmen Hall. And Carmen Hall, Inc. Director and arrange an appointment with Carmen Hall, Inc., Dean. See William Preeve. Known above, for the next recording visit.

CARMEN HALL, INC.
New York Orchestra Performs Tenth Symphony Of Beethoven At Concert

by "T Like Ludwig" Schneider

The New York Pro Musica Con Jazz Orchestra will present its first concert of the season next Saturday at Orchestra Hall. The orchestra will once again be led by famed conductor Leonard Bernstein.

Featured on the program "choir" symphony because it was written 25 years after the composer's death. The work premiered in Paris on December 2, 1987, led by the renowned conductor Felix Weingartner, a T.N. Music Club remarkable occurrence in itself as Weingartner was only six months old at the time. Much music verey greeted the symphony with its first hearing. The well-known critic Hans von Bismarck said of it, "It is in keeping with the symphony's theme of 'leaving home.' There were, of course, the comments of several critics such as Felix Lindner, who found the work "an open-news

is Ludwig van Beethoven's Symphony No. 10, often called the "fugue." The work was written in the standard four movements, each movement constituting a quarter of the piece. The composition opened with the first three that are played.

The remainder of the movement consists of an98s8e8e set of variations on a theme borrowed from

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart's Symphony No. 25 in C Major. The symphony is written in the standard four movements, each movement constituting a quarter of the piece. The composition opened with the first three that are played.

The remainder of the movement consists of an infinite set of variations on a theme borrowed from

What is new and makes us of it is its appearance in the Third Concerto for piano da piacte of J. S. Bach, who apparently heard music in the streets of Leipzig whistling it.

The fourth movement is presented in most concert halls as a set for accompanying the first and third movements, a manner which will be recognized at next Tuesday's playing.

FOLKLORE WORK

The final consists of a gentle treatment of a theme highly reprised and often cited in the melody of the cello concerto written by Boccherini, and Beethoven slyly incorporated the melody between the themes and was quite happy to settle out of court. A brilliant codetta recalling themes from memorable other works as well as this one concludes the symphony.

Folgers, Navy Captain, Proposes Bog Mountain

In an exclusive press interview Monday, Captain A. J. Folger, NROTC chief at Technology Center, announced that he would bring a mountain to Chicago. "Not just a dinky little hill, but a real live honest-to-goodness mountains," said Folger.

The alleged mountains is reported to be 412 feet high. The base is an ellipse, the major axis of which measures approximately 80 feet. No confirmed data is available regarding the minor axis, but informed sources say it is between 68 and 70 feet.

LIVE NEAR SANITARY DISTRICT

When asked the purpose of this mountain, Captain Folger said, "Ever since I left my home in Jargon, I've yearned to look out my bedroom window in the morning and see a mountain. I once was a flat near the mountain district for a while, but this failed to satisfy my hunger. I plan to place this one in the middle of Ogden Bog." The mountains will later be removed, and the residue will be used to build an odd, derelict bridge.

PHS Dept. Conducts Poll

When asked why he chose Ogden Bog for the site of his mountains, the captain replied that the political and social science department at HIT had conducted a poll of the students, and in answer to the question, "Do you want Ogden Bog?" 69.5 per cent replied "No." The pollsters concluded from this that 30.5 per cent of Tech students desired a mountain at the site of Ogden Bog.

Captain Folger's parting remark was, "If Willie Tucher can't come to the mountains, I'll bring the mountains to Willie Tucher."
IM-IF Finish Schedules on Time!

The Tote Board
by Jean Minnler

Co-eds Compete

Repercussions following the announcement by Athletic Director Weisman that a team of co-eds from IIT would compete in inter-collegiate football next season have certainly been widespread. Honor I, in a special meeting during the Easter weekend, has agreed to lift the all-male restriction formerly adhered to in the selection of new members. The progressive, realistic step taken by this group could certainly serve as a model for other campus honoraries.

Grant Sterger, formerly in charge of freshmen play, ed. classes, has been appointed to coach the newly-organized team. Sterger has been heard commenting “off the cuff” to associates at the gym that he considers his new position “more in line with my interests than my previous job.” He also stated that he feels that Tech students can be proud of the size of their starting line.

IFC president Dick Ward, speaking for that group, expressed the hope that the school’s new stand on athletics would open the door to co-ed participation in IFU athletics, as well.

Find Fund Fraud

By far the biggest step taken by the Student Investigating Committee this year (aside putting up the gripe box) was the “Towel Fund” probe, concluded only recently. A full report will be presented at the next ITSA meeting, and I wouldn’t be surprised to see some mighty red faces when a public accounting is demanded.

Cagers Admit Throwing Games for Coach’s Medic

Mike Walk, John O’Dea, and Norm Sitter of the IIT basketball team have admitted to Technology News reporters that they deliberately threw games during the past season. The trio, under intensive questioning by new Technology News associate editor Robbe Ben-Ben and, in addition to confessing, also implicated two other members of the squad, Dick Sully and Len Odellis Steck. When the Tech coach, Look-See, privileges with coach.

Do You Think for Yourself? (This Short Quiz Will Tip You Off!)

1. When your friends importune you to do what you feel (A) unimportant, or (B) uncomfortable?

2. Do you prefer a task which demands (A) the organization of complex details, or (B) a constant flow of ideas?

3. Would your first reaction to a difficult problem be (A) to think it through, or (B) to hear it out?

4. If you were a contestant on a quiz show, which of the question categories would you prefer: (A) popular songs of today, or (B) current events?

5. Do you find that you waste or study more effectively (A) under supervision, or (B) on your own schedule?

6. Is it your feeling that close friendships with relatives would be (A) a great help, or (B) actually a hindrance to your career with a firm?

7. Which, to your mind, has the greater influence on you in making a good grade: (A) the instructor, or (B) the subject matter of a course?

8. Do you believe that the saying “battes comic watsa” is (A) always true, or (B) often false?

9. Which would weigh more heavily in your choice of filter cigarettes: (A) the opinions of friends with similar tastes, or (B) your own considered judgment?

It is usually the case that men and women who really think for themselves come around to Viceroy as their brand of filter cigarettes... for two very good reasons: Viceroy is the only cigarette that gives you a thinking man’s filter and a smoking man’s taste.

The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows— Only Viceroy Has a Thinking Man’s Filter... A Smoking Man’s Taste!